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Figure 1.4: Completed ProtoDUNE-SP APA ready for shipment to CERN.
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Related to the review charge:

• 6. If draft documentation detailing plans for procurement, 
manufacturing, quality control, and part  
identifiers exists at a sufficient level of maturity for initiating 
module-zero production.  

•  5. Future plans for testing in the EHN1-NP04 Cold Box and 
ProtoDUNE-II and whether lessons learned from  
ProtoDUNE-SP and other prototypes have been 
incorporated within the current design.  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Outline

• Quality Assurance:  

Detailed description of what we have learned from protoDUNE, 
as this gives us confidence (QA) for DUNE 

Detailed protocols for some APA components to ensure quality 

• Quality Control:  

Detailed description of the testing protocols for the APAs 
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Quality Assurance

• Long history of wire plane construction (MicroBooNE, 35t, protoDUNE 
(I & II), SBND) 

• Two Production Sites (PSL and Daresbury) have extensive 
experience with APA construction from protoDUNE-I (6+1 APAs) and 
protoDUNE-II (1+ APAs to date) 

• Robust construction process developed and tested  

• Updated (and currently being tested) plans for latest (protoDUNE-II) 
APA design (larger frames, new geometry boards and fine-tuned 
wire-winding machines)
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Quality Assurance (protoDUNE-I)
• Extensive information and 

documentation available from 
protoDUNE-I APA construction 

• Detailed on QA work was presented at 
the last review (link) 

• Talk from Justin Evan’s on Lessons 
Learned
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QA/QC Plan for APAs

• Each APA component has clear inspection and testing protocols 

• Procedures divided by component: 
✓Printed circuit boards: 
✓Pins and sockets of the boards: 
✓Tooth strips: 
✓Photon Detector Hardware: 
✓Combs and components: 
✓Mesh panels: 
✓Frame Beams & Pads: 
✓Wire Tension: 
✓Channel continuity and isolation: 
✓Specific torque requirements on designated hardware: 
✓Final surveys of assembled APA for frame flatness and wire plane spacing:
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APA parts

Assembled 
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Printed Circuit Boards*

• Board thickness 

• Tongue thickness for edge boards 

• Features (e.g. holes) positions 

• Electrical performance checks for 
CR boards (doc in progress)
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UK automated board measurement

US board measurement

* There are several different types of boards (head, foot, side, 
U,V,X,G,CR, cover…). Each have their dedicated inspection procedures



Example of documentation (PCBs) 
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Pins and sockets

• Pin insertion force and withstand 
force tests 

• Pin & Socket mating force tests 

• Visual inspection and continuity 
checks
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Tooth strips

• Visual inspection  

• Measurement of tooth strip position
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Photon Detector Hardware

• Interface with PD consortium 

• Visual inspection of components 

• Test readout cables
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Interface Document: Photon Detector Cable Connection Test (R1.0) 



Combs

• Visual inspection
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Mesh Panels

• Visual inspection 

• Tests with jig (dimensions, flatness, 
deflection and deformation)
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Beams and Pads 

• Visual inspection  

• Dimension measurements (thickness, 
corner radius, lengths, cross section) 

• Straightness and twists checks
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Frames

• Detailed study of frame 
distortion (bow, twist, fold) 

• Frame planarity (twist limit) 

• Inspection of hole sizes & 
positions
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UK frame laser survey



Wire tension
• Current official method: laser (manual) 

• Future method: electrical (semi-automated)
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Laser Method
‣ Inducing vibration on wire then 

using laser and photodiode + FFT 
to extract fundamental wire 
frequency 

‣ Laser method at fastest:  
4 wires/minute 

‣ Method could be improved with 
more automatized data 
acquisition software with less 
operator input 
- Could have ~4x time gain 

‣ Method could also be parallelized 
with multiple independent heads 
- Additionally significantly reducing 

time

Sebastien Prince                                                 6

Laser method

More details in Hannah’s talk

Digital Wire Analyzer (electrical method)



Channel Continuity and Isolation

• Current method: manual checks 

• Future method: Use of DWA for 
continuity
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Torque Requirements

• Some fasteners for the APA frames need to have very specific 
torque values
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Assembled APA flatness and wire plane spacing

• New updated document in progress
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Tolerance:



Summary of the documentation

• Most procedure documents for QA/QC are on edms  

• Tested the document review/approval sequence (sign off) 

• QA/QC data is recorded on database 

• Nonconformance documents  

• Travelers are updated with the QA/QC results
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Document sign-off

• Experts produce documentation and exchange draft procedures 
to finalise them 

• Documents are sent to managers for revisions and iterations 

• Documents are uploaded to edms with version number 

• QA/QC group discuss the uploaded documentation and may 
propose comments/modifications (->re-iteration) 

• Plan to have automatized notifications to all QA/QC team when 
new documents are uploaded  

• Weekly (bi-weekly) discussions of documentation progress
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Database (Sietch)

• Example with DWA tests
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6.5 +/- 1 N !!!



Non-Conformance documents

23Documents reviewed by all QA/QC managers



Travellers
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Travellers
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Summary

• Most detailed QA/QC procedure documents have been 
developed (based on experience from protoDUNE-I and the new 
APAs for protoDUNE-II) 

• Each component is individually checked and the assembled APA 
as well 

• A 10% sample of APAs will be cold tested 

• Wire tension (continuity/isolation) will also be tested after the 
cold tests and at installation
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Backup
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Example of documentation (PCBs) 
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APA key requirements

• Number of working channels > 99% (continuity, isolation, tension) 

• Wire pitch (frame flatness, tension) ± 0.5 mm 

• Plane spacing (frame flatness, tension)  ± 0.5 mm
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length, and choice of wire material. This section details the design of an individual APA. We1

begin with an overview of the key fundamental parameters of the anode plane assemblies and their2

connection to the physics requirements of the experiment.3

1.2.1 APA Design Parameters4

Each APA is 6 m high, 2.3 m wide, and 15 cm thick. The underlying support frame is made5

from stainless steel hollow tube sections that are precisely machined and bolted together. A fine,6

conducting mesh covers the rectangular openings in the frame on both sides, to define a uniform7

electrical ground plane (GP) behind the wires. The four layers of sense and shielding wires at8

varying angles relative to each other completely cover the frame. The wires terminate on boards9

that anchor them as well as providing the connection to the TPC readout electronics. Starting from10

the outermost wire layer, there is first an uninstrumented shielding plane (vertical, G), followed11

by two induction planes (±35.7 ¶ to the vertical, U, V ), and finally the collection plane (vertical,12

X). All wire layers span the entire height of the APA frame. The two planes of induction wires13

wrap in a helical fashion around the long edges and over both sides of the APA. Figures 1.2 and14

1.3 illustrate the layout of the wire layers. Below, we summarize the key design parameters and15

the considerations driving the main design choices for the anode plane assemblies. A tabulated16

summary of APA specific requirements are also provided in Table 1.1.17

Table 1.1: Specifications for SP-APA

Label Name Specification
(Goal)

Rationale Validation

SP-FD-1 Minimum drift
field

> 250 V/cm
( > 500 V/cm )

Lessens impacts of e-
Ar recombination, e-
lifetime, e-di�usion and
space charge.

ProtoDUNE

SP-FD-2 System noise < 1000 enc Provides >5:1 S/N on
induction planes for
pattern recognition and
two-track separation.

ProtoDUNE and
simulation

SP-FD-3 Light yield > 0.5 pe/MeV
( > 5 pe/MeV )

Rejects nucleon decay
backgrounds from cos-
mogenic events near
cathode.

SP-FD-4 Time resolu-
tion

< 1 µs
( < 100 ns )

Enables 1 mm position
resolution for 10 MeV
SNB candidate events
for instantaneous rate <
1 m≠3ms≠1.

SP-FD-5 Liquid argon
purity

< 100 ppt
( < 30 ppt )

Provides >5:1 S/N on
induction planes for
pattern recognition and
two-track separation.

Purity monitors
and cosmic ray
tracks
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SP-FD-6 Gaps between
APAs

< 15 mm between
APAs on same sup-
port beam; < 30 mm
between APAs on dif-
ferent support beams

Maintains fiducial vol-
ume. Simplified con-
truction.

ProtoDUNE

SP-FD-7 Drift field uni-
formity due
to component
alignment

< 1 % throughout
volume

Maintains APA, CPA,
FC orientation and
shape.

ProtoDUNE

SP-FD-8 APA wire an-
gles

0° for collection wires,
35.7° for induction
wires

Minimize inter-APA
dead space.

Engineering cal-
culation

SP-FD-9 APA wire
spacing

4.669 mm for U,V;
4.790 mm for X,G

Enables 100% e�cient
MIP detection, 1.5 cm
yz vertex resolution.

Simulation

SP-FD-10 APA wire
position toler-
ance

± 0.5 mm Interplane electron
transparency; dE/dx,
range, and MCS calibra-
tion.

ProtoDUNE and
simulation

SP-APA-1 APA unit size 6.0 m tall ◊ 2.3 m
wide

Maximum size allowed
for fabrication, trans-
portation, and installa-
tion.

ProtoDUNE-SP

SP-APA-2 Active area Maximize total active
area.

Maximize area for data
collection

ProtoDUNE-SP

SP-APA-1 APA unit size 6.0 m tall ◊ 2.3 m
wide

Maximum size allowed
for fabrication, trans-
portation, and installa-
tion.

ProtoDUNE-SP

SP-APA-4 Wire plane
bias voltages

The setup, includ-
ing boards, must hold
150% of max operat-
ing voltage.

Headroom in case ad-
justments needed

E-field simula-
tion sets wire
bias voltages.
ProtoDUNE-
SP confirms
performance.

SP-APA-5 Frame pla-
narity (twist
limit)

<5 mm APA transparency. En-
sures wire plane spacing
change of <0.5 mm.

ProtoDUNE-SP

SP-APA-6 Missing/
unreadable
channels

<1%, with a goal of
<0.5%

Reconstruction e�-
ciency

ProtoDUNE-SP

• APA size. The size of the anode plane assemblies is chosen for fabrication purposes, com-1
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Note on Frame Flatness QC (and wire plane spacing)
• We have concrete tolerance values for each of the possible 

deformation (twist, bow, fold) to keep the wire plane spacing 
within 0.5mm 

• Exact tolerance on multiple frame distortions is harder to quantify, 
but we know that they are not directly additive  

• We also can measure directly the plane spacing post-construction 

• If there are small deviation outside the tolerance, we still have a 
mitigation strategy to use higher bias voltage to ensure 
transparency. This will be studied in detail with dedicated 
protoDUNE data soon 30


